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On January 20, 1988, at 0449 hours, a Blackout of Unit 2 2 ETA, Train A Essential
Bus, occurred while de-energizing the bus and its Emergency Diesel Generator for
maintenance. A sequencing error in performing an equipment tagout caused the bus
voltage metering potential transformers to be removed from service before
removing power from the D/G Load Sequencer. The sensed loss of bus voltage
caused the load sequencer to actuate and started a Control Room Ventilation
Pressure Filter Train. At the time of this incident, Unit 1 was in Mode 5, Cold
Shutdown, and Unit 2 was in No Mode, defueled. This incident has been attributed
to a personnel error and a management deficiency. The involved Nuclear Equipment
Operators (NEOs) had been trained to recognize an incomplete Tagout Removal and
Restoration Record Sheet (R&R). The Unit Supervisor directing the NEOs did not
assign a written sequence to perform the R&R before assigning the work to the
NEOs as is required by Operations Management Procedure 2-18. Additionally,

insufficient communication between the Unit Supervisor and the Nuclear Equipment
Operators contributed to the event. Operations personnel de-energized the
sequencer and secured the Control Room ventilation fan. The incident was
discussed with the involved personnel with emphasis on using the proper sequence
of events and communication during tagouts. Additionally, Operations personnel
will evaluate the need for a procedure to de-energize the essential busses. The
starting of the Control Room Pressure Filter Train A Fan caused no safety
concern.

The health and safety of the public were unaffected by this event.
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BACKGROUND: 1

The Essential AC Power System (EIIS:EA) consists of two independent 4160 volt I

busses which may each be powered from a normal supply, an alternate supply, or a )
Diesel Generator (EIIS:DG) (D/G). In the event of a detected undervoltage on 2 '

out of 3 voltage sensing circuits, the D/G Load Sequencer will be actuated. If

the undervoltage condition remains after an eight second time delay, the load
sequencer will open all incoming breakers (EIIS:BRK) and remove all loads from
the bus by opening the bus breakers. It will also start the D/G, and energize
those loads which are still powered from other sources, such as the Control Room
Ventilation System Pressure Filter (EIIS:FLT) Train Fan (EIIS: FAN) (which can be
supplied from either Unit's power supply). When the D/G reaches 95% rated speed,
the sequencer will close the D/G breaker to the Essential Bus and sequence on
loads to the bus in a predetermined manner.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
.

While planning for the Unit 2 Retueling Outage, Operations personnel developed a
j Tagout Removal and Restoration Record Sheet (R&R) to de-energize 2 ETA, Unit 2

Train A 4160 Volt Essential power Supply Bus, for maintenance and testing, On

| January 19, 1988, Operations personnel compiled the worklist which directed this

| R&R be performed to support those maintenance items scheduled for the next day.
'

This entailed the transfer of power sources for loads which would be affected
when 2 ETA was de-energized. Also scheduled was work on D/G 2A, which was to be

,

| removed from service for maintenance. Many other additional items were placed on
the worklist as well. Previously scheduled overtime personnel were on shift to

,

| complete the work. After shift turnover at 1900 hours, the Unit Supervisor
) directed the Nuclear Equ.ipment Operators (NEOs) to perform this evolution with

the power supplies and equipment affected by 2 ETA.

At approximately 0330 hours, on January 20, 1988, a NEO was assigned the task of
isolating D/G 2A. It was placed in MAINTENANCE MODE, the battery charger
(EIIS:BYC) de-energized, and 2 ETA-18, the D/G Output Breaker, was removed from
contact with the bus (racked out).

At approximately 0400 hours, two NEOs were assigned the task of de-energizing
2 ETA and removing the breakers from their cubicles for maintenance and testing by
Transmission Department personnel. The Unit Supervisor reviewed the tagout and
conferred with both the Control Room Operator (CRO) and the NEOs concerning the
sequence of performing the tagout. The Unit Supervisor stated he told the NEOs
to remove sequencer power, then remove control power, then rack out the breakers.
He then turned his attention to the coordination of other tasks.

The CRO attempted to open all breakers on 2 ETA which could be opened from the
Control Room except for 2 ETA-4, Alternate Incoming Breaker From Shared
Transformer SATA. This task was successful except for one breaker, 2 ETA-2, which
is the alternate supply to the Blackout Bus 2FTA. This breaker would not open.
The NEOs mistakenly thought the CRO was trying to de-energize the 2 ETA bus from
the Control Room. The NEOs informed the CRO that they would open the breakers
locally when they went to perform the tagout. Control Room personnel attributed
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the inability to open the breaker to the loss of power on the D/G Battery
Charger.

The NEOs started racking out and removing breakers from 2 ETA cubicles. As they
reached the 2 ETA-18 and 2 ETA-19 cubicles, the NEO who had been tagging out D/G 2A
finiched placing red tags on 2 ETA-18 and the D/G Potential Transformers in the
lower compartment of 2 ETA-19.

Because the cubicle door was already open, the NEOs performing the 2 ETA tagout
removed the upper compartment potential transformer (EIIS:XPT) in 1 ETA-19 from
service. These potential transformers sense the phase voltages of the 2 ETA bus.
When removed from service, they indicated that a low voltage condition existed on
the bus. Appropriately, the load sequencer actuated at 0449:03 hours. It

performed the 8 second time delay, retested the bus for the continuing low
voltage condition, and initiated the appropriate actions at that time. At
0449:12 hours, the alternate incoming breaker was tripped, the load shed signal
for the bus was actuated, the D/G was given a signal to start, and the Control -

Room Ventilation Fan ICRA-PFT-1 was started. Since the D/G was already removed
from service, the D/G did not start and no further sequencer functions could be
performed.

When ICRA-PFT-1 started, Control Room personnel know that an actuation of safety
equipment had occurred and searched for its cause. They discovered the sequencer
was not reset and contacted the NEOs involved with the tagout. The NEOs informed
the Control Room they had opened the 2 ETA Bus Potential Transformers' contacts
which caused the actuation.

Control Room personnel then directed the NEOs to open the power supply breaker to
the D/G Load Sequencer which caused it to reset. The tagouts then continued and
the CRO secured 1CRA-PFT-1.

CONCLUSION:

This incident has been attributed to a personnel error and a management
deficiency. The NEOs performing the tagout have been through the required
Employee Training and Qualiaicst,on System (ETQS) requirements for performing a
tagout and the use of the R&R aneets. They recognized thJs R&R had not been
assigned sequences when assigned to them by the Unit Supervisor. They did not

request that a written sequence be provided before starting to perform the R&R.
With the incomplete R&R in hand, the NEOs had no procedure and the Supervisor was
not questioned. A criterion for a procedure is to have a sequence of steps to be
performed. It was discovered that for a NEO to be given an R&R without a written
sequence was a common occurrence at the time of this incident. According to the
NEOs involved, sequences were of ten verbally communicated by the Supervisor and
written by the NEO. Varying degrees of specificity have been used by different
supervisors in these verbal communications.

The Unit Supervisor directing the work of the NEOs did noc assign a written
sequence to perform the individual steps of the R&R as is required by
Operations Management Procedure (OMP) 2-18, Tagout Removal and Restoration
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Procedure. The Unit Supervisor is also responsible for the proper implementation
of an R&R per OMP 2-18. These requirements were known by the Supervisor involved
at the time of the incident.

The subject NEOs and the Supervisor are also responsible for miss.ommunicating.
The Supervisor did not require the NEOs to repeat back to him the proper sequence
to be followed, and the NEOs did not indicate to their Supervisor that they did
not fully understand the sequence to be followed.

A review of previous incidents revealed that no previous Engineered Safety
Features actuations due to insufficient written and verbal instructions or
misunderstanding of verbal instructions have occurred at Catawba.

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SUBSEQUENT
.

(1) Operators de-energized the sequencer power which reset the sequencer.

(2) Operators secured the Control Room Ventilation Pressure Filter Train A.

(3) The event was reviewed with the involved personnel with emphasis on
using the correct sequence in performing a tagout.

(4) Work Request 39308 OPS was written to investigate and repair the
Control Room switch for 2 ETA-2. The switch was replaced on January 27,
1988.

(5) This incident was reviewed with Operations Shift Supervisors with
emphasis on the Supervisor's responsibility of assigning the proper
written sequence for tagouts.

PLANNED

(1) The need for a procedure to de-energize the Essential Power Busses is
to be assessed.

l

SAFETY ANALYSIS:

At the time of the incident, all loads from 2 ETA had been removed to support
preplanned maintenance activities. De-energizing the bus by the D/G Load
Sequencer in no way affected plant safety. The alternate train of essent. 1
power and offsite power were available throughout the incident. The starting of
the Control Room Pressure Filter Train A Fan caused no safety concerns.

This incident is reportable pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73, Section (a)(2)(iv) and 10
CFR 50.72, Section (b)(2)(11).

The health and safety of the public were not affected by this incident.
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February 19, 1988

Document Control Desk
U. S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
' Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Catawba Nuclear Station, Unit 2
. Docket No. 50-414
LER 414/88-01

.. Gentlemen:
n

Pursuant to_10 CFR 50.73 Section (a) (1) and (d), attached is Licensee Event Report
414/88-01 concerning a blackout induced load sequencer actuation due to a
personnel error and a management deficiency. .This event was considered to be of
no significance'with respect to the' health and safety of the public.

Very.truly yours,

|

g /$ ; - wf

i'
'' 'Hal B. Tucker
;
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Attachment.

xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace American Nuclear Insurers
_

Regional Administrator, Region II c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission The Exchange, Suite 245

.

'101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 270 Farmington Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 Farmington, CT- 06032

.. . .

M&M Nuclear Consultants Mr. P. K. Van Doorn

1221 Avenue of the Americas NRC Resident Inspector
New York, New York 10020 Catawba Nuclear Station q,,

'INPO Records Center
. Suite 1500 t j
1100 circle 75 Parkway
-Atlanta, Georgia 30339,


